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Many theories of verbal humour postulate that the funniness of jokes is caused by an
incongruency in the punchline whose resolution yields a feeling of mirth. While there are
studies testing the prediction that this situation model updating leads to increases in
processing costs, there are few studies directly assessing the time course of when the
alternative situation models are entertained. In a visual world paradigm, stories were
presented auditorily and displays were presented illustrating either the situation implied by
the context or the final interpretation after the punchline. Eyemovement data confirmed the
switch from the initial to the final interpretation for jokes as well as for non-funny control
stories that also required a situation model revision. In addition to these effects of the
cognitive revision requirements, the pupil dilations were sensitive to the affective
component of joke comprehension. These results are discussed in light of
incongruency theories of verbal humour.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Humour is ubiquitous in our social interactions. It is considered relevant for the choice of
partners and friends (Bressler and Balshine, 2006), it helps to strengthen in-group cohesion,
and it can be an effective tool for relieving tension and reducing stress (Kimata, 2004; Buchowksi
et al., 2007).

Psycholinguistic humour research is concerned with the interaction between two aspects of verbal
humour: an affective reaction (i.e., the feeling of mirth or enjoyment, possibly shown in smiling or
laughing), and a cognitive element, reflecting the correct linguistic interpretation of the intended
meaning of the humourous utterances. Goel and Dolan (2001) referred to this distinction as the hot
and cold aspects of joke comprehension. In the following we refer to these processes as joke
appreciation and joke comprehension, respectively.

The goal of the present study is to use a visual world paradigm to study both aspects. The viewing
patterns for pictures illustrating the gist of jokes and appropriate control texts are expected to provide
information about the interpretations entertained during listening to the stories. In addition, pupil
size measures will be shown to be sensitive to the affective aspects of joke comprehension. Before
describing the study in more detail, we will summarize previous psycholinguistic research on verbal
humour.

Psycholinguistic research often studies the comprehension of verbal jokes. A prototypical joke,
also referred to as canned joke (Martin, 2007) or garden-path joke (Mayerhofer, 2015), is a short,
funny story that offers different possibilities of interpretation. After a setting activating a certain
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situational context, the punchline at the end of the story contains
a surprising incongruity whose resolution elicits a feeling of mirth
(Dynel, 2009). Incongruity as a crucial prerequisite for humour
processing was first described by Kant (1790/1977) and later
adapted in incongruity theories of humour (Suls, 1972; Raskin,
1979; Attardo and Raskin, 1991; Giora, 1991; Attardo, 1997;
Coulson, 2006). The models assume a two-stage process that can
be demonstrated with the following example by Raskin (1979,
p. 332):

“Is the doctor at home?” the patient asked in his
bronchial whisper. “No” the doctor’s young and
pretty wife whispered in reply. “Come on right in”.

In the context sentence of this joke the lexical items doctor,
patient and bronchial indicate the situation to be a doctor’s visit
and hence activate a matching narrative scheme or script (also:
situation model, van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983; Ferstl and Kintsch,
1999; or frame, Coulson, 2006). This representation of
experience—based world knowledge is used to make
assumptions about the text continuation. However, the
punchline is not consistent with a doctor’s visit; the wife’s
invitation, a surprising violation of the expectations, induces a
switch to the correct narrative script—a love affair. Incongruity
theories postulate that the funniness of the joke is elicited by the
overlap of the two conflicting scripts as well as by the strength of
their semantic opposition.

Similar to more general theories of figurative language
processing (e.g., Standard Pragmatic View, Grice, 1975; Searle,
1979; Graded Salience Hypothesis, Giora, 2002) incongruity
models assume serial processing for the detection and
resolution of incongruities. Therefore, they predict that the
resolution of an incongruity is more time—consuming and
leads to higher cognitive costs than the processing of texts
which do not induce situation model updating or frame
shifting. In line with this prediction, several studies show a
processing disadvantage for jokes over non-funny texts. In a
self-paced reading study Coulson and Kutas (1998) presented
jokes and matching control texts that differed only in regard to
their last word, e.g.,

I asked the women at the party if she remembered me
from last year and she said she never forgets a dress/
face/name.

The last word dress in this joke triggered an incongruity and a
revision, compared to a more expected word, such as face.
Control texts ended in a similarly unexpected but contextually
compatible word, such as name. Reading times for the sentence
endings were longer in jokes than in the control texts. These
results were replicated using eye tracking (Coulson, 2006). In
neuroscientific studies, an enhanced N400 component, an
indicator for contextual integration difficulties, has been
reported for funny texts compared to control texts (Coulson
and Kutas, 2001; Coulson and Lovett, 2004; Coulson and
Williams, 2005; Mayerhofer and Schacht, 2015). In addition,
late integration processes, as indicated by components such as

the P600 or the LPC, follow the incongruency detection, but are
completed within about 1,500 ms (Canal et al., 2019).
Interestingly, there is also evidence that humour facilitates
processing. Memory for funny contents or jokes is better than
for non-funny texts—a finding that is labelled humour effect
(Schmidt, 2002; Strick et al., 2010). In a study comparing jokes to
non-funny proverbs, Mitchell et al., 2010 confirmed this memory
advantage and reported shorter reading times for the joke
punchlines compared to the non-funny proverb endings.

The divergent results of these studies might in part be due to
confounds of the funniness of the materials with their revision
requirements. In the Coulson and Kutas (1998) study, only the
joke ending dress requires a frame shift. Both the expected ending
face and the control ending name are aspects of the identity of the
person. In the Mitchell et al. (2010) study, on the other hand,
inspection of the materials confirms that the proverbs also require
processing of non-literal language, and are more difficult than
straightforward control texts.

Based on these observations, Siebörger (2006, see also Hunger
et al., 2009; Volkmann et al., 2008) argued that the relative
contribution of incongruity resolution to joke appreciation
requires disentangling the need for revision from the
funniness of the stories. Thus, two appropriate control
conditions are warranted: First, it is necessary to use identical
punchlines to minimize lexical and sentence level differences.
Second, and more importantly, the linguistic demands of
incongruity resolution need to be compared in funny and
non-funny stories. The hypothesis was that incongruity
resolution alone is necessary, but not sufficient for making a
joke funny, and that comprehension difficulty increases with the
cognitive requirements, but does not depend on the emotional
content.

To test this hypothesis, jokes and corresponding revision
stories were written (Siebörger, 2006). Example materials are
shown in Table 1. Each text consists of one or two context
sentences and a target sentence (punchline). The stories are short
dialogues of two protagonists. The punchlines of the jokes and
revision texts both contain a sudden twist that causes an
incongruity and calls for a revision of the story. The
incongruity may depend on a homonym or on a situational
shift. That jokes and revision stories differed with respect to their
funniness was confirmed in several rating studies (see Siebörger,
2006). Control texts were derived from each joke and each
revision story by writing a context sentence that already
activated the situation model required for correctly
interpreting the punchline. Thus, a straightforward, coherent
condition was created with the identical punchline sentences
as the experimental stories (jokes or revision texts). This design
allowed us to evaluate the effects of linguistic revision
independent of word- and sentence-level features of the
punchlines. The results of a self-paced reading study included
better question answering performance for jokes compared to
revision stories and shorter reading times for the punchline
of jokes.

In a recent a study using eye tracking during reading we
replicated and extended these findings (Ferstl et al., 2017). The
more fine-grained temporal analysis confirmed the general
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facilitation for jokes, but showed the effects to be due to reading
strategies. While first-pass reading times were similar across
conditions, total reading times were longer and more
regressions were made for non-funny texts compared to jokes.
These findings were more pronounced in men than in women,
and when the instruction required a meta-cognitive evaluation of
the revision requirement, compared to an affective funniness
rating.

To explain these effects, we proposed that the appreciation of
funniness works as an instantaneous, self-generated feedback about
the correctness of the comprehension process (Ferstl et al., 2017).
When a the reader laughs at the punchline of a joke it becomes
directly apparent that they comprehended the text correctly. The
lack of such an intrinsic feedback in non-funny texts might induce
rereading strategies, in particular in an experimental setting that
promotes a focus on accurate task performance.

While the study was intended to disentangle affective and
cognitive components of joke comprehension, both task
instructions and the reading format might have induced more
deliberate strategies than expected. In addition, although eye
tracking during reading is a very sensitive method that provides
information about the time course of processing, it gives only indirect
evidence about the content of the interpretations entertained at any
given moment. Usually, increases in reading times or the occurrence
of regressions are taken as evidence for increased processing costs,
which in turn are interpreted as reflecting situation model updating.

One important paradigm to assess the contents of the situation
model directly is sentence-picturematching (e.g., Zwaan et al., 2002).
After reading or listening to a short text, one or several pictures are
presented. The comprehender’s task is to evaluate whether the
picture matches the meaning of the presented text or to select
the best illustration among several pictures. Errors and reaction
times show whether one interpretation is more easily or more
quickly accessible than another. Recently, similar tasks have been
adopted for visual world paradigms (Huettig et al., 2011; Berends
et al., 2015; Salverda and Tanenhaus, 2018). In this method
participant’s eye movements are recorded while they look at a
visual scene and simultaneously hear a spoken utterance. The
spoken expression is related to one or more objects in the visual
display: To study ambiguity resolution, the visual scene contains
pictures that are compatible with either alternative interpretation
(e.g., Tanenhaus et al., 1995). The question of interest is when and for
how long the listeners view the respective images. While this
paradigm has been successfully applied to study lexical access or

syntactic ambiguity resolution (see Salverda and Tanenhaus, 2018,
for review), few studies have targeted aspects of higher level
comprehension (e.g., Pyykkönen et al., 2010; Pexman et al., 2011)
and none, to our knowledge, the comprehension of verbal humour.

The interrelation between visual attention and language
processing has been proven in several studies. Cooper (1974) was
the first to show that eye movements focus on objects of a visual
scene that directly or semantically refer to a simultaneously heard
verbal utterance. When hearing the word boat subjects were more
likely to fixate the picture of a boat (resp., lake) than that of other
objects. The number of fixations increases in proportion to the
semantic similarity between the visual object and the heard utterance
(Huettig and Altmann, 2005). Furthermore, eye movements can
even be modulated by words that are only anticipated by the listener
and not explicitly stated (Altmann and Kamide, 2007). Because of its
very good temporal resolution, depicting language-related effects on
oculomotor control within 80–100ms (Altmann, 2011), and the
facilitation of measuring unconscious processes, the visual world
paradigm is well suited to gain insight into the temporal
characteristics of language processing.

The goal of the present study was to take advantage of this
paradigm to describe the viewing patterns for pictures illustrating
the alternative situation models elicited by the context and the
punchline, respectively. Jokes and revision texts as well as their
matching coherent control stories from the material of Siebörger
(2006; Ferstl et al., 2017) were used. For each joke and each
revision story three scenes were constructed: A target depicting
the intended, correct meaning of the story, a competitor that
showed the situation implied by the context, and an unrelated
distractor. Examples are presented in Figure 1.

The images are plausible illustrations of the situations implied by
the texts, although other possible scenes might also be associated
with the text materials (e.g., a car thief, rather than a pickpocket, as
an illustration of a criminal in the example in Figure 1).

After the auditory stimulus presentation, participants performed
a picture matching task to assess comprehension accuracy and they
rated the funniness of the stories. The funniness ratings are expected
to be higher for jokes than for all other conditions—which serves as a
manipulation check for the stimulus material.

The eye tracking data provided two sources of information.
First, the durations of the viewing times (dwell times) of
the three pictures were analysed during listening. The
viewing times provide evidence for whether and when the
depicted situation models are entertained. Even though the

TABLE 1 | Example materials for the joke and revision texts and their matching control texts used in the present study as well as incoherent control texts used by Siebörger
(2006) and Ferstl et al. (2017). The punchlines are identical for the experimental stories and their matched control texts. Asterisks denote the revision points.

Joke Joke control text

Context Herbie to his pal Mark: “Why have all these women stopped chasing after you
lately?”

Herbie to his pal Mark: “Great that you’ve managed to stay within the law
lately!”

Punchline Mark: “Well, life as a pickpocket * turned out to be too risky in the long run.”

Revision Text Revision Control Text

Context The chef to his wife: “Oh, too bad—the soup is too salty!” Mr. Miller to his wife: “You oversalted our dinner again!”

Punchline The wife: “I’m sorry *, I’ll try to do better next time!”
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present study analyses eye-tracking patterns during joke
comprehension in a rather exploratory way, some
assumptions were derived from theory and the experimental
design: The viewing times were predicted to reflect the current
interpretation induced by the stories. Since in the control stories
the context sentences already introduced the correct situation
model, participants were expected to look more at the target
than at the competitor throughout the entire trial. In contrast, in
both joke and revision stories, the competitor pictures were
expected to be viewed more during the context sentences,
followed by a switch to the target only after the incongruency
becomes apparent in the punchline. If the previously reported
facilitation effect for jokes over the structurally identical revision
stories (Ferstl et al., 2017) had been due to meta-cognitive
reading strategies only, no differences between jokes and
revision stories are predicted. If, on the other hand, the
facilitation was due to immediate joke appreciation, the
switch to the intended target picture should be faster or more
pronounced for jokes than for revision stories.

The second source of information was the pupil size as a measure
of physiological arousal (Hess and Polt, 1960; see Sirois and Bisson,
2014, for review). The pupil diameter varies with cognitive load and
processing costs (Hyönä et al., 2007; Engelhardt et al., 2010; Wong
et al., 2016). More importantly, it also increases with exposure to

emotional stimuli (e.g., facial expressions, or sounds of crying or
laughing children; Partala and Surakka, 2003), and it has been a useful
measure for emotional reactions in studies on social-affective
processes (e.g., Prehn et al., 2013). In a study on joke
comprehension, Mayerhofer and Schacht (2015) found increases
in pupil sizes that varied with the perceived funniness of their text
materials. The influence of emotions on pupil size has been explained
by the association of pupil dilation with cardiac acceleration (Bradley
et al., 2001) and the sympathetic nervous system (Bradley et al., 2008).

As the pupil dilation varies with cognitive load, we assumed that
larger pupil sizes would occur in the ambiguous joke and revision
conditions compared to the coherent control stories. The crucial
question was whether the emotional arousal elicited by jokes,
compared to non-funny stories, would also be reflected in pupil
dilation. In that case, joke appreciation was expected to lead to an
additional increase in pupil size for jokes compared to non-funny
revision stories.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reproducible scripts, open data and open materials (including all
auditory as well as all visual stimuli) are provided via our OSF
repository at https://osf.io/qk95j/.

FIGURE 1 | Examples for the visual displays. Shown are the competitor, target and distractor pictures for the joke (A) und revision story (B) presented in Table 1.
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2.1 Participants
Thirty-one individuals participated in the study. All of the
participants were native German speakers and reported to
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Most of them
were students at the University of Freiburg. The data of five
participants were excluded. Two subjects had to be eliminated
from the sample due to technical problems. Three participants
were excluded because of their poor performance in one of the
behavioural tasks of the experiment. The final sample used in the
analysis of the eye-tracking data consisted of 26 participants (13
women, 13 men). Their mean age was 22.8 years (range: 19-29).
Due to the repeated-measures design of the study, where each
participant viewed 32 stories, 832 observations were obtained for
the evaluation of the behavioural data (funniness ratings and
picture matching accuracy).

2.2 Materials
For the experiment 16 jokes and 16 revision stories were selected
from the material of Siebörger (2006). The stories were short
German dialogues between two characters. All 64 stories had an
identical structure, consisting of a context and a target sentence.
In the jokes the last sentence (in the following referred to as
“punchline”) contained information that required a revision of
the text and was funny. The revision stories also required a
revision, but were not funny. Siebörger (2006) conducted three
extensive pretests to select jokes and revision stories for further

experiments. Different groups of approximately 32 student
participants rated the texts according to their familiarity,
distinguished revision and joke stories in an explicit choice,
and evaluated whether the text required a situation model
revision or not, and how funny they found the texts. 64 jokes
and revision texts were selected so that they differed in funniness,
could be assigned to one or the other text category, and were
unfamiliar to more than 75% of the participants. For the present
experiment, a subset of 16 jokes and 16 revision stories was
selected for which straightforward illustrations were possible. The
two sets were matched for length.

For each experimental joke and revision text a
straightforward, coherent control story had been
constructed by changing the context sentence and keeping
the punchline identical.

For the implementation of the visual world experiment all
texts were recorded with the text-to-speech function of the Mac
operating system (Version 10.10.3) and adjusted to a natural
speaking rate. The automatic voice was chosen to prevent
prosodic cues about the story type. All sentences and texts
were recorded using the same voice. Audio sequences had an
average length of 10,091 ms (range, 7,861–1,174 ms; SD �
999.3 ms). There were no significant differences in length
between the text categories. The context sentences and
punchlines were recorded separately and connected within the
experimental software.

FIGURE 2 | Response displays for the picture matching task.
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For an analysis of the time course of processing, the
individual revision point of each story was defined as the
moment at which the incongruity can be perceived and
subsequently, the situation model needs to be revised. To
determine the revision point for each experimental text, two
independent raters were instructed about the structure of the
joke and revision stories and were explicitly asked to mark the
point where they discovered the incongruity. The revision point
usually occurred towards the end of the stories, at about 760 ms
before the ending (range 0–4,981 ms). There was no difference
between jokes and revision stories with respect to the temporal
position of the revision point. The revision point of each
experimental story was carried over to its matching control
text. The revision points are marked in the example texts in
Table 1.

For each joke and revision story three black-and-white line
drawings were constructed with the Adobe Illustrator (version
CS4; Adobe Inc., 2019). The graphics depicted the salient
meaning implied by the context (competitor picture), the
correct interpretation of the story obtained after the
revision process (target picture), as well as an unrelated
scene (distractor picture). Examples of the picture sets for
joke and revision texts are presented in Figure 1. To avoid
obvious visual differences between the three pictures, the
number of individuals and objects as well as their spatial
configuration in the scene were kept similar throughout
each set of pictures. The straightforward control stories
were presented with the same picture sets as their
experimental counterparts. Each scene was presented in a
13 × 13 cm thin black frame. On the visual display the
three frames were arranged in a triangular order (Figure 2).
For the analysis of the eye movements the display was divided
into three even interest areas (IAs)—one for each of the
presented frames.

To counterbalance the materials, six lists of 32 stimuli were
constructed. Each list contained eight experimental jokes, eight
experimental revision texts, eight joke control texts, and eight
revision control texts. As a result, each punchline sentence was
included exactly once in each list. The positions of the pictures
(target, competitor, distractor) on the visual display were
balanced over the six experimental lists using a Latin square
design. The order of the trials within each experimental list was
pseudo-randomised with the constraint of not more than two
successive trials of the same condition.

2.3 Apparatus and Calibration
The implementation of the experiment and the response
recording were conducted with the software package
Experiment Builder [version 1.10.165; Experiment Builder
(Computer software), 2014]. Eye movements of the dominant
eye, assessed in a short test after arrival of the subject, were
recorded using the Eye-Link 1,000 eye-tracking system (www.sr-
research.com). During the experiment, the participant’s head was
stabilized with a headrest, about 60 cm away from the computer
screen. The eye-tracker was calibrated at the beginning of each
block of 16 trials using a nine-point grid. Drift-correction was
performed prior to each trial: a black dot was presented in the

centre of the screen and stimulus presentation started only after
fixation of the dot.

2.4 Procedure
After their arrival participants were randomly assigned to one of
the six experimental lists. Written instructions were then
presented on the computer screen to explain the task and the
calibration procedure. A short training session with four trials
followed. For this session pictures from the material of
Volkmann, Siebörger and Ferstl (2008) were used. These
drawings were more detailed and less balanced than the
pictures used in the current study, but were similar in form
and content to the experimental materials.

Each trial consisted of an eye-tracking phase followed by two
behavioural tasks. In the eye-tracking phase participants first
viewed the set of three pictures for 6 seconds. Making the visual
displays available before the onset of the auditory presentations
ensures that the eye movements reflect the integration of the
subsequent linguistic input with the pictures, rather than
processes related to visual object recognition and scene
interpretation (see Hüttig et al., 2011). The story was then
presented over headphones while participants continuously
viewed the picture sets. Subsequently, subjects looked at the
visual stimuli for another 4 seconds without auditory input.
The end of the eye-tracking phase was indicated by a short
acoustic signal. At the same time, the blue triangular cursor
symbol in the centre of the screen changed its colour to green.
Subjects could nowmove the cursor symbol with their mouse and
click on the picture they considered the best match for the
meaning of the story. After the picture selection participants
were asked to rate the funniness of the story on a nine-point scale
ranging from not funny to very funny (cf. Ferstl et al., 2017). The
instructions stressed that the participants should use their own
intuitive, personal criteria for the ratings, and that they should try
to use the full range of values on the scale.

Participants were allowed to take a short break after half of the
experiment (16 trials) and they completed the session in about
35–40 min.

2.5 Design and Data Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the software R (version
4.1.1; R Core Team, 2017). Mixed-effects regression models were
calculated using the lmer und glmer function from the lme4
package (version 1.1-27.1, Bates et al., 2014). A problem in the
statistical evaluation of visual world data is that not all
observations are independent, because of the multilevel
sampling scheme of the paradigm as well as the properties of
eye-movements in general (Barr, 2008). To account for these
non-independencies, as proposed by Barr (2008), mixed-effects
models with random-effects corresponding to the different
clusters in the sampling design were used. To increase the
interpretability of the very complex models, main effects and
interactions were determined using the Anova function from the
car package (Fox and Weisberg, 2011). The significance level α
was set to p � 0.05 (95%). Reported model estimates were
calculated using the emmeans function from the lsmeans
package (version 2.30-0, Lenth, 2014). For the analysis of the
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eye-movement data, only correctly answered trials were used to
prevent bias due to the misunderstanding of the stories.

To analyse the temporal evolvement of the eye movements
two interest periods (IPs) were defined. Each time bin had a
length of 1,500 ms. The IPs were time-locked at the story’s
individual revision point. They covered 3,500 ms, starting
1,500 ms before and ending 2000 ms after the revision point
(see Materials). The first IP (before) covered the immediate
1,500 milliseconds before and up to the revision point, while
the second IP (after) started 500 ms after the revision point and
extended to 2000 ms after the revision point. The first IP was
used to establish the baseline, while the second IP was used to
detect any effects of the design manipulations. The window
duration of 1,500 ms was chosen based on results from Canal
et al. (2019) who reported a similar time frame for the
completion of joke processing. We excluded the first 500 ms
after the revision point to allow for comprehension and
integration of the crucial information into the text
representation, and to make sure the interest period were
clearly separated. The dependent variables included the
subjects’ performance in the picture matching task
(accuracy in percent), and the funniness ratings (on a scale
from one to 9). For the analysis of the eye movements, the
dwell times (in ms) for each of the three interest areas (IAs)
were collected for each IP. In addition, the mean pupil size
(measured in arbitrary units; Eyelink Data viewer User’s
Manual, 2011) was assessed for each IA and each IP. As we
expected large interindividual differences in pupil size (e.g.
Winn et al., 1994), we z-standardized the pupil size on subject
level to remove this random variance from the variable.

For the picture matching task and the funniness rating, the
independent variables text category (joke story/revision story)
and item type (experimental item/control item) were varied
within participants. For the statistical evaluation of the eye
tracking data (dwell times and pupil size), IA (target/
competitor/distractor) and IP (before vs. after) were added as
further within-subject variables. Main and interaction effects of
all these variables were added to the models.

In addition, trial (serial position) was added as a covariate to
all models.

For the modelling of dwell times and pupil sizes, two funniness
covariates were added. First, the group-mean centred (on subject
level) funniness ratings were added to the model, coding how
funny each story was perceived by each participant in relation to
their own average funniness rating. In the following, we will refer
to this variable simply as funniness. In addition, we added the
mean funniness rating of each participant over all stories as
covariate to the models. The variable hence encodes how reactive
the respective participant was to the stories in general and how
strongly the participant perceived all stories to be humorous. We
therefore will refer to this variable as sense of humour. Again, we
assume that sense of humour could influence eye-related
measures like the dwell times. Besides the two fixed covariates
for funniness and sense of humour, a random slope for the
funniness variable was introduced for each subject, controlling
for possible individual difference in participants’ reactions to
the stories.

To evaluate whether the performance in the picture-matching
task had an effect on eye-tracking variables, the subject’s mean
performance (percent correct) was introduced as an additional
covariate. For the analysis of the pupil sizes, the same fixed effects
predictors were used.

The random effects for both models included terms for subject
and item. To account for the variability between the stories, a
variable that encodes the item and the respective experimental list
was added as random factor. Item was coded to match every
experimental text (revision or joke) to its associated control text.
The experimental list, furthermore, determines the configuration
of interest areas on the screen.

The random slopes differed for the analyses of dwell times and
pupil sizes. For the dwell times, only IA was used. Because we
included fixations on all three relevant interest areas in our
models, summed dwell times in each interest period would
very often max out to the length of that IP. In addition to
adding IA as a fixed effect predictor to our models, we
therefore also added the random slope of IA to the dwell time
model, to account for individual differences (random effect of
subject) or item-baseddifferences (random effect item_and_list)
in the proportions of looking to the target or any other IAs. Also,
no random intercepts were necessary, as all dwell time intercepts
would be close to the length of the IP.

For the pupil size model, random slopes for trial, text category,
item type and funniness were added for the subject random
factor. No random intercept for subject was implemented as we
already z-standardized the pupil sizes beforehand.

In the provided R-Scripts on our OSF repository, the complete
model specifications of the implemented models can be found.

The combined fixation reports from all participants contained
52,544 fixations. These were used to generate combined area of
interest (IA) and period of interest (IP) reports, with each trial
consisting of the summed dwell times for each of the three IAs
and each of the two IPs, yielding 3 × 2 observations per trial and a
total of 26 × 32 × 3 x 2 � 4,992 observations. Eighty trials (9.6%)
with incorrect picture mapping responses were excluded, leaving
a total of 4,512 (4,992–80 × 6) observations. This data set was
used for the analysis of dwell time. For the pupil dilation data,
1803 observations were excluded if the dwell time for an area of
interest was zero, leaving a total of 2,709 observations for pupil
data analysis.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Behavioral Data
Estimated means and standard errors for the behavioural
measures are shown in Table 2.

3.1.1 Funniness Ratings
The average funniness rating across all trials was 2.95 (SD � 2.36).
The variance explained by the fixed effects in the model was
33.4%, including random effects raised this to 63.0%. The mixed-
effects regression model showed a significant main effect for text
category [χ2 (1) � 92.80, p < 0.0001] and item type [χ2 (1) �
177.44, p < 0.0001] as well as a significant interaction of these two
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factors [χ2 (1) � 37.77, p < 0.0001]. The model estimates in
Table 2 show that jokes yielded substantially higher funniness
ratings than the other three text categories.

3.1.2 Picture Matching Task
In the picture matching task participants picked the correct target
picture in 91.4% of the trials. In 7.3% of the trials the competitor
picture was chosen, while the distractor was picked in only 2.3% of
the trials. The logistic regression model explained 22.4% of the
variance with fixed effects, and 61.5% with both random and fixed
effects. The statistical analysis of the accuracy rates also showed a
significant main effect for text category [χ2 (1) � 11.85, p � 0.0006]
and item type [χ2 (1) � 14.86, p � 0.0001] as well as a significant
interaction between the two factors [χ2 (1) � 8.50, p � 0.0035]. The
model estimates in Table 2 indicate that while revision stories,
revision control stories and joke control stories yielded a very high
performance (99% estimated accuracy), the joke condition led to a
higher error rate with an estimated accuracy of 82%.

3.2 Eye Movement Data
Results of the mixed-effects regression models for the dwell times
and the average pupil size are presented in Table 3.

3.2.1 Dwell Times
In the mixed-effects regression model for the analysis of the dwell
times, the fixed effects explained 14.5% of the variance in dwell

TABLE 2 | Estimated means and standard errors for the funniness ratings and the picture-matching accuracy for the four text categories.

Joke Revision

Experimental Control Experimental Control

M (SE) M (SE) M (SE) M (SE)

Funniness rating (Scale 1-9) 5.22 (0.25) 2.19 (0.25) 2.76 (0.29) 1.64 (0.29)
Accuracy (%) 0.82 (0.06) 0.99 (0.01) 0.99 (0.001) 0.99 (0.01)

TABLE 3 | Statistical results of the analyses of the dwell times and the pupil sizes.
Details of the models are described in the Results section.

Effect df Dwell times
(p)

Pupil size
(p)

text category 1 0.967 0.483
item type 1 0.503 0.060^
IP 1 0.015* <0.001***
IA 2 0.001*** 0.200
funniness 1 0.464 0.005**
trial 1 0.988 <0.001***
performance 1 0.202 0.451
Sense of humor 1 0.317 0.101
text category: item type 1 0.957 0.133
text category: IP 1 0.632 <0.001***
item type: IP 1 0.770 <0.001***
text category: IA 2 0.021* 0.003**
item type: IA 2 0.001*** 0.834
IP: IA 2 <0.001*** 0.519
text category: item type: IP 1 0.766 0.994
text category: item type: IA 2 0.665 0.273
text category: IP: IA 2 0.062^ 0.624
item type: IP: IA 2 <0.001*** 0.525
text category: item type: IP: IA 2 0.817 0.063^

Text category � Joke/Revision; Item type � Experimental/Control; IA, interest area,
Target/Competitor/Distractor; IP, interest period, before/after. Significance values: ***
0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05^0.10.

TABLE 4 | Statistical results of the analyses of the effects of funniness on the pupil
sizes for the experimental texts. Details of the model are described in the
Results section.

Effect Chisq Df p

text category 0.4851 1 0.606
IP 76.0140 1 <0.001***
IA 1.3996 2 0.601
funniness 5.8860 1 0.055^
trial 36.9286 1 <0.001***
performance 0.0000 1 0.814
Sense of humour 4.8333 1 0.043*
text category: IP 0.0616 1 0.850
text category: IA 0.8284 2 0.663
IP: IA 2.7547 2 0.289
text category: funniness 0.0105 1 0.738
IP: funniness 10.9686 1 <0.001***
IA: funniness 3.7296 2 0.167
text category: IP: IA 2.8273 2 0.172
text category: IP: funniness 0.2846 1 0.572
text category: IA: funniness 0.3368 2 0.878
IP: IA: funniness 0.2320 2 0.778
text category: IP: IA: funniness 0.9381 2 0.671

Text category � Joke/Revision; IA, interest area, Target/Competitor/Distractor; IP,
interest period, before/after. Significance values: *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05^0.10.

FIGURE 3 | Estimated mean dwell times for the four story types on
target, competitor and distractor before and after the revision point. Error bars
indicate the confidence interval.
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times while the model including random effects explained 24.2%.
The Anova analysis (Table 3) showed significant main effects of
IA and IP, as well as a significant two-way interaction of IA and
IP. Inspection of the model estimates displayed in Figure 3 shows
that the target dwell times were higher than those of the distractor
and competitor. This effect was more pronounced after the
revision point than before. Crucially, the 2-way interaction of
IA and item type, as well as a significant three-way interaction of
IP, IA and item type indicate that the viewing patterns change
mostly for the experimental texts (jokes and revision stories), but
less so for the control texts.

Pairwise comparisons confirm this observation: Target dwell
times increased for the experimental stories (z � −4.3, p < 0.0001),
but not for the control stories (z � 0.15, n. s.); and competitor dwell
times decreased for the experimental stories (z � 4.7, p < 0.0001),
but not for the control stories (z � 0.8, n. s.). The distractor dwell
times decreased for both item types (experimental stories: z � 2.1,
p < 0.05; control stories: z � 2.5, p < 0.05).

The model also yielded a significant two-way interaction of
text category and IA. Across both interest periods and averaged
across experimental and control stories, there was a tendency for
target pictures to be looked at longer for revision compared to
joke stories (z � −1.9, p � 0.06), while the competitor pictures
were viewed longer for the joke stories compared to the revision
stories (z � 2.4, p < 0.05). There were no differences for the
distractor pictures (z � −0.38, n. s.).

Finally, the results for the dwell times were independent of the
trial position, the performance in the picture matching task, and
the funniness ratings. None of the respective effects reached
significance.

3.2.2 Pupil Size
The fixed effects of the multi-level regression model were able to
explain 19.7% of the pupil size variance, fixed and random
effects explained 37.9%. The Anova analysis over the model
coefficients yielded a marginally significant main effect of IA,

and a two-way interaction of IA with text category. The model
estimates in Figure 4 indicate that for the joke stories (both
experimental and control), the pupil sizes were larger on the
target pictures than on the competitor (t � 2.4, p � 0.046) and
the distractor (t � 3.2, p � 0.005), with no difference between
competitor and distractor (t < 1, n. s.). There was no effect of IA
on the pupil sizes for the experimental and control revision
stories (t’s < 1, n. s.).

Importantly, the pupil sizes changed from before to after the
revision point. The significant main effect for IP and an
interaction of IP and text category was found. Inspection of
the model estimates presented in Figure 4 shows that
experimental jokes and joke control texts elicited a larger
increase of the pupil sizes than the revision and revision
control stories taken together. Similarly, the main effect of
item type and the interaction between item type and IP
indicates larger pupil size increases for the experimental items
than for the control texts. Despite the fact that both of these
effects are driven by the lack of an increase in the revision control
stories (t < 1, n. s.),—compared to highly significant increases for
the other three conditions (|t|’s > 4.7, p’s < 0.0001)—, the
corresponding 3-way interaction between IP, text category and
item type was far from significant.

The performance in the picture matching task did not
influence pupil size. However, a main effect for trial (serial
order) was present as mean pupil sizes decreased significantly
over the course of the experiment. Most importantly, the
perceived funniness of the trials influenced pupil dilation, as
indicated by a significant main effect. In trials with higher
funniness ratings, the participant’s pupils were larger.

To investigate whether this effect was due to a reaction to the
crucial information in the punchline, we conducted a further
analysis for the experimental trials only (jokes and revision texts).
The experimental texts elicited a wide range of funniness ratings,
while over 85% of the control texts were rated very low (1-3). The
model corresponds to the previous one but replaces the

FIGURE 4 | Estimates of the grand-mean centred pupil size means for
the four story types on target, competitor and distractor before and after the
revision point.

FIGURE 5 | Estimates of the grand—mean centred pupil size means as
a function of interest period and the trial-based individual funniness ratings.
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categorical variable item type by the funniness ratings. Its fixed
effects account for 18.8% of the variance, including random
effects yields 36.0%.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 4. The effect
of sense of humour indicates that participants who gave higher
ratings overall had larger pupil sizes. The main effects of IP,
funniness and trial were replicated. Furthermore, the highly
significant interaction between funniness and IP confirmed
that pupil sizes dilated more as a reaction to crucial
information when the story was later rated as funnier. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 5, where the continuous variable
funniness is combined to three categories for sake of readability.

Text category did not have an effect, nor did interact with
other variables. Thus, the distinction between experimental jokes
and revision stories was not as important as the individually
experienced funniness of the story.

4 DISCUSSION

In the present study a visual world paradigm was used to analyse
the time course of situation model updating during the
comprehension of verbal humour. Jokes were contrasted with
non-humorous revision texts that also contained an incongruity,
and with straightforward stories without the need for revision.
The viewing patterns were comparable for jokes and the
structurally identical revision stories.

4.1 Funniness Ratings and Picture Matching
Performance
As in the studies of Siebörger (2006) and Ferstl et al. (2017) jokes
were rated funnier than revision and control stories, despite the
structural similarity of jokes and revision stories. This finding
confirms that incongruency might be necessary for making a
text funny, but that it is not sufficient. Thus, a differentiation of
the cognitive and the affective aspects of humour processing
became possible. The differences in funniness between the two
text categories are consistent with differences in script
opposition (Suls, 1972; Raskin, 1979). For example, in the
revision story presented in Table 1 the two narrative schemes
only differ with respect to the agent of the scene (the cook or his
wife preparing the meal). In the joke story on the other hand,
Mark is introduced as a womanizer, but eventually turns out to
be a thief. This more pronounced script opposition elicits an
affective reaction.

Picture matching was expected to be a straightforward task.
And indeed, it did not pose any problems for the revision
stories and the coherent control stories. Surprisingly,
however, the accuracy was considerably lower in the joke
condition. In previous reading studies with similar materials,
the revision stories had been most difficult (e.g., Ferstl et al.,
2017). One explanation for this finding is that in some jokes
the alternative situations reflect different perspectives on the
same state of affairs, i.e., the joke is based on a
misunderstanding between two protagonists. Consider the
following example:

The mother explains to her son: Today mom and dad
are married for 10 years. The son: And for how much
longer do you have to stay together?

In this joke, the correct choice in the picture matching task is
the meaning implicated by the punchline: the son views his
parents’ marriage as an unpleasant commitment. However, the
funniness of the story depends on the incompatibility of the son’s
attitude with the attitude of his mother who regards her
anniversary as a joyful event. Thus, the initial situation
remains active during the processing of the punchline, so that
both the competitor and the target are plausible choices in the
picture matching task.

To control for the individual differences in picture matching
performance incorrect trials were excluded and the participant’s
picture matching performance for jokes was added as a
continuous covariate in all statistical analyses. As this covariate
did not yield any significant effects, we are confident that the eye
tracking results were independent of task induced strategies.

4.2 Eye Tracking: Viewing Times
The dwell times for the unambiguous coherent control texts
showed that, as expected, the differentiation between the target
picture and the competitor was completed before the revision
point in the punchline. Because only the target picture was
relevant for the interpretation of these stories, the competitor
picture was viewed as little as the distractor picture. As the
punchline did not contain any incongruous information, there
were no systematic changes in the fixations patterns at the
revision point. In the jokes and revision stories on the other
hand, participants fixated both the competitor and the target
pictures before the crucial information was presented at the
revision point. A rise of target fixations and a switch from the
initial to the final meaning of the story occurred within 1,500 ms
after the revision point. Using ERPs, Canal et al. (2019) found that
the processing sequence consisting of incongruency detection,
incongruency resolution and later interpretation was completed
within this timeframe.

The time window is also in line with a study by Fiacconi and
Owen (2015) who located the moment of insight, i.e., the instant a
verbal joke is understood, at around 800 ms after reading the
punchline. In their study participants also heard jokes and
unfunny but ambiguous control texts with an incongruity
arising at the very end of each story. Examples are:

Joke: What did the teddy bear say when he was offered a
dessert? No thank you, I’m stuffed!
Control: What was the problem with the other coat? It
was very difficult to put it on with the paint roller!

EMGmeasurements on themusculus zygomaticus showed thatfirst
indications of a smile, interpreted an evidence for joke appreciation,
were found 800ms after reading the punchline of jokes. Fiacconi and
Owen (2015) also reported a cardiovascular reaction about 5,000ms
after the punchline that correlated with the perceived funniness.

It would be desirable to describe the temporal sequence of
processing in a more fine-grained way. However, the exact
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timecourse depends on properties of the texts and the
experimental procedure. Independent of the funniness of the
texts, situation model building and inferencing, as required for
the comprehension of texts, depend on the exact wording, the
context and the experimental setting.

The fact that target fixations in experimental jokes and
revision stories in the present study were already high before
the revision point indicates that the correct meaning was
anticipated before the occurrence of the incongruity. This
anticipation was possibly elicited by the visual material that
depicted both alternative interpretations.

The viewing patterns of the two types of experimental texts
were indistinguishable. There was no evidence for faster
incongruity resolution or longer target dwell times in jokes.
Although this null effect cannot be interpreted as providing
evidence for similarity—but only as a lack of difference in this
particular experiment—it is consistent with the interpretation
that the linguistic revision drives the viewing pattern. This result,
together with the finding of comparable first pass reading times in
the previous study, suggests that the observed differences between
these texts in self-paced reading might have reflected meta-
cognitive strategies. The affective reaction in jokes presumably
provided intrinsic feedback about the correctness of the
incongruity resolution, leading to shorter overall reading times
for jokes compared to revision stories in the previous reading
study (Ferstl et al., 2017).

4.3 Eye Tracking: Pupil Dilation
The analysis of the pupil sizes added important information to the
viewing patterns. Higher mean pupil sizes were present on the target
picture compared to competitor and distractor pictures for
experimental jokes and revision stories. Somewhat surprisingly, a
larger pupil size on the target IA was also observed for joke control
texts that neither contained an incongruity nor a funny punchline that
could account for an increase in pupil size on the target.

The revision control texts, on the other hand, showed pupil size
means below the participant’s average for all three IA. As all control
texts were created in exactly the same way, by changing the context
of the experimental text to activate the final situation model, these
differences are likely to be due to the visual displays. Although the
visual salience was comparable, the content of the target and
competitor scenes created for the joke texts reflected the script
opposition and were thus more distinct, and possibly more
interesting, than those created for the revision texts. It is also
possible that the picture material used for the experimental jokes as
well as for the matching joke control texts was more funny in
general, triggering an affective reaction for the control stories even
though the corresponding text did not contain a funny punchline.

The two-way interactions of interest period with text category
and item type, respectively, indicated that pupil sizes increased to
some extent for all texts, except for the revision control texts. This
finding is in line with a sensitivity to revision demands, as well as
to affective aspects. And in fact, the main effect of the funniness
ratings on the pupil sizes during text comprehension confirms
that changes in pupil size were influenced by content that the
participants reported to elicit affective reactions (e.g., Partala and
Surakka, 2013). The pupils dilated more for funnier stories. An

additional analysis on the experimental trials confirmed that the
pupil dilation varied with the funniness of the story, rather than
with the predefined text category. A similar result was reported by
Mayerhofer and Schacht (2015) who measured pupil diameters
during the reading of jokes and control texts. The pupil sizes
increased about 800 ms after humourous endings, compared to
coherent control texts. Similar to our findings, this effect
correlated with the funniness of the jokes, as determined in
independent ratings.

The estimated mean pupil sizes decreased over the course of
the experiment which could indicate that the cognitive load
decreased as participants got used to the task requirements
and stories. Moreover, as participants might have anticipated
the punchline of jokes more strongly over the course of the
experiment based on these learning effects, the strength of the
affective reaction might have decreased as well, as the funniness
response in jokes is assumed to be a result of the surprising
occurrence of the incongruity (Dynel, 2009; Canal et al., 2019).

4.4 The Visual World Paradigm
The present study confirms that the visual world paradigm is a
useful tool for studying situation model updating, and, in
particular, the processing of humorous language. The fine-
grained temporal resolution of the viewing patterns allowed us
to describe the time course of comprehension in detail. Auditory
presentation is a rather natural presentation modality, and
reading strategies did not play a role. Finally, appropriate
control conditions eliminated lexical or sentence level effects
and deconfounded joke appreciation and cognitive revision.
Moreover, the analysis of pupil sizes provided additional
information about the affective component of humour
processing. The perceived funniness of the story was
accompanied by larger pupil dilations, and joke and joke
control texts—sharing more interesting picture displays—also
elicited larger increases in pupil sizes. Applying this method to
other issues in humor comprehension research can aid in further
developing theories of humor processing that take into account
the interplay between cognitive demands and affective reactions.

4.5 Limitations
Although the visual world paradigm is clearly appropriate for
studying verbal humour, the unexpected differences between the
two types of control texts indicate that the content of the visual
displays influenced processing of the verbal input which was
presented later. Further research is needed to understand the
interplay between features of the visual scenes with the auditory
language input during higher level language comprehension
(Hüttig et al., 2011).

A further limitation of the present study is the small number of
items used. An increase in experimental power would be desirable.
However, the number of eight trials per condition is not unusual for
visual world experiments. In addition to the constraints for designing
materials for studies on joke comprehension, a visual world study
requires visualizable texts for which both competing interpretations
can be visualized in comparable pictures.

Nevertheless, due to the repeated-measures design of the study,
a substantial number of observations was collected for the analysis
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of the behavioural and eye-tracking data. Because of the rather
small number of observations on the subject level though, we could
not explore the effects of gender on the eye-tracking dynamics of
joke comprehension. As effects of gender on joke comprehension
have been reported in previous studies though (Ferstl et al., 2017),
future studies should also investigate these.

Because of the complex experimental design, the hierarchical
structure of the repeated-measures data and the requirements of
the visual world paradigm, we implemented a simplified analysis of
the temporal sequence of fixations. This choice allowed us to
pinpoint the effects of the information presented at the revision
point. A more fine-grained analysis of the timecourse (for example
using growth curve analysis, Mirman et al., 2008) would enable us
to compare the present results to those using different methods,
such as ERPs (Canal et al., 2019) or EMG (Fiacconi and Owen,
2015). The present study, however, can be viewed as a first
exploratory analysis of the temporal progression of joke
comprehension using the visual world paradigm and can be
used for generating new hypotheses in this new field of research.

5 CONCLUSION

The present visual world study showed that jokes and non-funny
revision texts involve similar cognitive processes. The viewing

patterns confirmed that after the occurrence of an incongruity the
initial situation model is revised und replaced by the globally
correct one. As there was no facilitation effect for jokes, the
processing advantages for jokes found in reading studies are likely
to be due to meta-cognitive evaluation processes. Importantly,
pupil size analyses can shed light on the affective component of
the processing of verbal humour. The combination of these
information sources from visual world experiments provides a
promising tool for studying the interplay between cognitive and
affective aspects of humor processing.
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